
SM 473– Spring 2018

Capstone Assignment #1

Due: February 9th at the beginning of class

Hand in the following problems:
Selecting a Capstone:

1. Rank the 4 projects below in the preference that you would like to work on. If you have another
problem you would like to work on. Please write a description (like the ones below) and hand
it in.

2. Write a list of people in class you would like to work with, and those you would not like to
work with. If you leave this blank, I will assume you would like to work with everyone equally
as much.

3. Rank your preference of primary job in order (MATLAB, Paper writer, Poster writer).

Problem Descriptions:

• How to Search for your Parked Car: In this problem you will investigate different meth-
ods for searching. In a parking lot you are trying to find your car in a very long row of identical
cars. Is the best way to search to check every car in sequence? Or to randomly hop around?
From here many different variations can be made. For example, should you stay in a small area
checking cars then jump to an area far away and check there? Some key terms you will need
in this project. Markov Process, Expectations, Stopping Times. Navy applications:
search and recovery? Search and Destroy? Others?

• Analyzing Efficient Use of Resources: In this problem you will investigate how best to
utilize a scarce resource under varying conditions. Here is an example (From Kao 1997): The
surgical ward of a small hospital has three beds. Arriving patients requiring admission to the
ward consists of two types: scheduled and emergency arrivals. Scheduled arrivals are always
admitted to a bed, whereas emergency arrivals only get a bed when available. The arrivals are
random processes. Under what conditions should we add more resources (beds)? Is it better
to always admit emergencies and allow scheduled people to wait? Should we reserve a resource
(bed) only for emergencies? What if there was a third category, for example ‘dire emergencies’
where a resource must be used for them? Some key terms you will need in this project.
Markov Process, Expectations, Poisson Process, Thinning. Navy applications: how
to use mechanical teams? Others?

• Manufacturing in an Uncertain Environment: In this problem you will investigate how
the demands of a product change when the environment changes. The intro to this problem
comes from (Kao 1997). Demands for aircraft spare engines needed to replace failed ones at a
Navy base follow a Poisson process with a certain rate per day. Upon the onset of hostilities,
the rate jumps to a higher value and then tapers off exponentially. The goal is to have enough
spare parts on hand to handle the demand. But not too many. Other things to explore in
this problem include randomly occurring hostilities, different types of parts needed, and costs
associated with holding the spare parts. Some key terms you will need in this project: Poisson
process, Queuing theory, expectations. Navy applications: repairs.



• Uncertainty in an Arms Race: In this project you will introduce some type of randomness
or uncertainty into the model of an Arms race

dx

dt
= ay −mx + r

dy

dt
= bx− ny + s

where x and y are the amount of ammunitions for two factions. Here uncertainty could be
introduced in any parameter. You will study the fixed points of the system, how they change
with uncertainty, and variations of the original model. Some key terms you will need in this
project: white noise, discrete differential equation, stopping times. Navy applications:
modeling uncertainty.

• Your own project here: Feel free to suggest a problem where you augment one of the ideas
above. This would be great if they would be even more applicable to the Navy.


